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Abstrat

The entral government in China has implemented ambitious en-

ergy poliy reforms sine 1978. An important pillar of these reforms

is the deregulation of the pries in the energy market. This paper

examines the maroeonomi impat of prie deregulation in China

using an applied CGE model and a ounterfatual poliy simulation.

The results point to a welfare improvement in the amount of 1.1 % of

GDP. Setoral results point to a realloation of resoures and diversion

of eonomi ativities towards domesti servies setors.
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1 Introdution

Along with rapid eonomi growth, China is expeted to experiene energy

shortages in the near future. Sine the late 1990s, total energy supply falls

short of total energy onsumption. Energy imports, espeially of oil, in-

reased after 1998 and averaged 3.1 perent of total energy onsumption

during 1998-2007.

The entral government in China has implemented ambitious energy pol-

iy reforms sine 1978 to takle the problem of supply shortage and to seure

supply of energy to sustain eonomi growth. A reently important pillar

of these reforms is gradual deregulation in the energy setor. The govern-

ment still enjoys a strong ontrol over the energy setor but the aim of the

deregulation proess, as elsewhere, is the establishment of a business envi-

ronment that works on free market priniples. One expets deregulation to

result in e�ieny improvement and elimination of distortions (e.g., large

subsidies provided to residential onsumers) brought about by the strong

regulations prior to the reforms. E�ieny and environment-related issues

have only reently been inluded in the government's energy poliies. During

the deregulatory proess, prie deregulation plays a entral role.

Ma et al. (2010) provide an extensive review of studies on deregulation in

China's energy setor.1 Among these studies, some have used the CGE mod-

eling approah to investigate the maroeonomi impat of deregulation in

the energy market in China. In one of the earliest studies, Zhang (1998) used

a general equilibrium model to analyze arbon abatement poliy alternatives

(arbon emission uts by 20 perent and 30 perent) for China but this model

inorporated important linkages between the energy setor and the eonomy.

Carbon abatement requires arbon taxes and the simulation results showed

that larger arbon emission uts required higher arbon taxes and both GNP

and national welfare drop. In another CGE study, Liang et al. (2009) ana-

lyzed the maroeonomi impat of energy e�ieny improvement and found

evidene for the rebound e�et, i.e., improvements in energy e�ieny bring

about inrease in energy onsumption and CO2 emissions. Using a CGE

model, He et al. (2010) examined the impat of the rising oal pries on the

the eonomy through its impat on eletriity pries. They found that the

1Ma et al. (2010) show that previous studies fous on (i) ausality relationship between

energy onsumption and GDP, (ii) deomposition of the hanges in energy intensity, (iii)

substitution between energy and non-energy inputs, (iv) onvergene of energy pries, and

(v) the reforms in the energy market.
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impat of the oal prie inrease on eletriity pries diminishes with the oal

prie rise and the hange in eletriity pries impat on the eonomy nega-

tively. In another CGE study, He et al. (2011) estimated eletriity demand

prie elastiities. Lin and Jiang (2011) estimated energy subsidies using the

prie-gap approah and analyzed the energy subsidy reforms using the CGE

model. They found that a redution in energy subsidies result in a fall in

energy demand and will have negative maroeonomi impats. Finally, Liu

and Li (2011) estimated the impat of the reforms regarding the fossil en-

ergy in China and found using the CGE model and prie-gap approah that

removing oil subsidies have a stronger negative impat on the eonomy than

removing oal subsidies.2

Prie deregulation is an integral omponent of the reent energy market

reforms in China and plays an important role due to the impat of prie

signaling in the energy markets on the level of onsumption. However, as

Ma et al. (2010: 125) argue, "although the existing literature onsiders

all poliy reforms, they do little more than desribe them." The aim of this

paper is to ontribute to the literature by providing empirial results from an

applied omputable general equilibrium (CGE) model. This paper examines

the possible e�ets of the deregulation of pries in the Chinese energy setor

from an applied general equilibrium perspetive. The impats of the reforms

are examined using an applied omputable general equilibrium (CGE) model

and poliy simulations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 reviews

the energy poliies in China. Prie deregulation and related institutional

reforms are explained in Setion 3. The struture of the CGE model is

desribed in Setion 4 and the data used in the benhmark solution are

presented in Setion 5. Setion 6 reports the empirial results obtained from

the simulations. Finally, setion 7 wraps up and onludes.

2 Energy Poliies in China

Early energy poliies in China had a supply-side fous beause the main is-

sue was supply seurity. Therefore, the government emphasized the supply

2There are quantitative studies using tehniques other than the CGE model examining

the energy poliies in China. For instane, Kahrl and Roland-Holst (2009) used input-

output tehniques to examine the strutural hanges in the energy setor and Li (2010)

used an eonometri model to analyze sustainable energy strategies.
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of oal in the 1980s (Wu, 2003). Coal was important beause it was the

primary soure of eletriity. At the same time, heavy reliane on oal re-

ated a large burden on the transportation system due to uneven geographi

distribution of fossil fuel reserves within China.3 To solve the long-distane

transportation issue, four large-sale infrastruture-building projets have

been undertaken, namely Bei Mei Nan Yun (north-to-south oal transfer),

Bei You Nan Yun (north-to-south oil transfer), Xi Qi Dong Shu (west-to-east

natural gas transmission), and Xi Dian Dong Song (west-to-east eletriity

transmission). However, as a result of persisting energy shortages and par-

tially due to environmental onerns,4 the government turned its attention

to energy e�ieny and energy onservation during the last deade.

The poliies and programs addressing energy e�ieny and energy on-

servation in China an be ategorized into three types: laws, omprehensive

plans, operational poliies (programs and deisions). At the legislation level,

the 30th Session of the Standing Committee of the 10th National People's

Congress passed the revision of the Energy Conservation Law in Otober

2007. The general strategy and long-term target of Chinese energy poliies

were presented in two omprehensive plans, i.e., Medium and Long-term En-

ergy Saving Plan announed in 2004 and 11th Five-Year Plan, promulgated

in 2006. In the former plan, the government announed its aim to redue

GDP energy intensity from 26.8 tons of standard oal equivalent (se) per

1000 yuan (in 1990 pries) in 2002 to 22.5 tons se per 1000 yuan in 2010

and to 15.4 tons se per 1000 yuan in 2020 (Yuan et al., 2008). In the latter,

the government updated its target of reduing energy intensity to 20 perent

between 2005 and 2010. These two omprehensive plans were followed by

several implementation programs and deisions for daily operation.

The highlights at the operational level and deisions are 10 Key Energy-

saving Program and Top-1000 Energy-onsuming Enterprises Program. The

10 Key Energy-saving Program fouses on the energy onservation of in-

3There is substantial mismath between the geographial distribution of fossil fuel

reserves and enters of eonomi ativities in China. Aording to Naughton (2007: 342),

northern half of China has about 90 perent of the gas and oil and 80 perent of the

oal. Almost half of total oal reserves is partiularly onentrated in a three-provine

region in north China, omprising Shanxi, northern Shaanxi and western Inner Mongolia.

Mountainous southwestern and western China are abundant in hydro power resoures.

Meanwhile, eonomi ativities in China have been loated in the southeastern oast.
4Shi (2008: 367) reports that 85 perent of the sulfur dioxide, 70 perent of the smoke,

and 60 perent of the nitrogen oxides emitted into the atmosphere in China result from

the burning of oal.
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dustrial setors, while Top-1000 Energy-onsuming Enterprises Program di-

retly targets 1008 highest energy-onsuming enterprises5 in 9 major energy-

onsuming industries. The ontents of 10 Key Energy-saving Program over

oal-�red industrial boiler retro�ts, distrit ogeneration projets, waste heat

and pressure utilization projets, petroleum onservation and substitution

projets, motors energy onservation projets, energy system optimization

projets, building energy onservation projets, green lighting projets, gov-

ernment ageny energy onservation projets, and onstrution projets of

energy saving monitoring and testing, and tehnology servie system (NDRC,

2006b). During 2006-2010, the investment from entral budget and entral

�sal funding designated to energy onservation was around RMB 30 bil-

lion yuan, and supported 5200 projets of 10 Key Energy-saving Program

(NDRC, 2011a). In the ase of the Top-1000 Energy-onsuming Enterprises

Program, NDRC signed agreements with loal governments, while the loal

governments signed agreements with eah of enterprises within its jurisdi-

tion. The agreements inlude energy-saving targets for eah enterprise. The

ahievement of those targets has been added to the provinial government

adre evaluation system wherein the individuals responsible for implementa-

tion will be evaluated eah year on whether or not the targets under their

jurisdition have been ahieved (Zhang et al., 2010). Reently NDRC an-

nouned that, during 2006-2010, the Top-1000 Energy-onsuming Enterprises

Program saved 150 million tons se, 50 million tons se more than its original

energy-saving target (NDRC, 2011b). The 12th Five-Year Plan (2011-2015)

targets to redue energy intensity of GDP by 16 perent, and arbon intensity

(CO2 emissions per unit of GDP) by 17 perent (CPC Central Committee,

2011).

3 Deregulation in China: Institutional Reforms

Sine the late 1980s, China's energy agenies in the entral government have

experiened several rounds of restruturing. The main purpose of restru-

turing was to integrate the separated powers and authority of related reg-

ulatory bodies into one regulatory body. The �rst round of restruturing

was the establishment of the Ministry of Energy in 1988; however, the min-

51008 highest energy-onsuming enterprises refer to those enterprises whih onsumed

180,000 tons se or higher in 2004 (National Development and Reform Commission, NDRC,

2006a).
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istry was dismantled in 1993 due to failure to adjust the vested interests of

related regulatory bodies (Tsuhiya, 2011). The seond round of restru-

turing was aompanied by the restruturing of entral administration in

1998. The ommerial arms of various regulatory bodies were separated and

eventually orporatized, while regulatory funtions were mainly alloated to

the State Development Planning Commission (SDPC), State Eonomi and

Trade Commission (SETC) and Ministry of Land and Natural Resoures

(MLNR) (Wu, 2003). Among the three, SETC's power and authority was

inreased and it beame the main regulator in the energy setor until 2003

(Wu, 2003). In 2003, aompanied by the establishment of the National De-

velopment and Reform Commission (NDRC), China's Energy Bureau was

set up under the jurisdition of NDRC. Sine then, the Energy Bureau has

been responsible for energy supply while the divisions responsible for energy

e�ieny have been in di�erent parts of NDRC (Zhou et al., 2010). However,

the Energy Bureau was not able to improve the administrative e�ieny and

integrate the powers from multiple regulatory bodies, beause its administra-

tive level was lower or equal to other relevant agenies. As a result, in 2005,

the State Counil established an Energy Leadership Group, whih was later

reorganized as State Energy Commission (SEC) in 2008, with Premier Wen

Jiabao serving as the head. In addition, the Energy Bureau was reorganized

in 2008 as National Energy Administration (NEA), whih is still under the

jurisdition of the NDRC but operates rather independently. Though the di-

vision of jurisdition between NEA and SEC remains unlear, it is reported

that NEA will be in harge of implementation and SEC on oordination

among relevant agenies, and NEA is possibly a transitional institutional

towards the establishment of the Ministry of Energy (Xinhua 2010 and Wu

2010).

Deregulations in energy pries is an important pillar of energy setor

reforms. At the start of the reform proess, strit ontrols on energy pries

by the government were abolished in 1982 and a double-trak priing system

was introdued wherein a portion of energy produts out of plan alloation

ould be sold at market pries (Wu 2003, Hang and Tu 2007). In the late

1990s, the dual-trak priing system was abandoned while plan alloation of

energy was gradual abolished in the late 1990s.

During the proess of prie liberalization, an imbalane existed between

di�erent energy setors. Although retail eletriity pries remain under gov-

ernment ontrol, oal pries have been fully liberalized sine 2002 (Zhao et al.
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2009).6 Consequently, regulated eletriity pries do not neessarily re�et

the inrease in oal pries, leaving many utilities in eonomi distress (Zhou

et al., 2010).7 Similarly, the regulated prie for oil produts is low ompared

to the prie of rude oil, whih is deided at the international market. The

Chinese government onsequently pays large subsidies to the upstream oil

industry (Zhou et al., 2010). Sine 2006, the government has provided large

subsidies to energy suppliers in order to address the mismathes between

regulated eletriity and oil produt pries and the osts of raw materials

(Zhou et al., 2010).

4 Struture of the CGE Model

We develop a 13-setor CGE model with Walrasian harateristis similar to

the CGE model developed for Turkey in Akkemik and Oguz (2011). Setoral

disaggregation emphasizes energy setors. An important feature of the model

is that it allows the produers to substitute among energy soures. Although

it is di�ult to substitute some energy soures, eletriity in partiular, the

possibility of substitution may still have important poliy impliations. For

instane, energy-saving poliies and environmental poliies espeially address

substitution of fossil fuels by other soures of energy.

4.1 Salient Features of the Model

Prodution and trade: Prodution tehnology is represented by a nested pro-

dution funtion involving value-added generation at the �rst level and gross

output at the seond level. Value-added (V A) is a Cobb-Douglas funtion

of apital (K) and labor (L). Gross output (Q) is a Leontief funtion of

value-added and intermediate (material) inputs (MI). Intermediate inputs

6The prie for the oal sold to non-eletriity generation setor was ontrolled by the

government until 1992, while the prie for the oal sold to eletriity generation setor

was ontrolled by the government until 2001. Sine 2002, the government has only been

announing benhmark pries for oal but there is no diret prie ontrol (Zhao et al.,

2009).
7In 2004, NDRC announed the Notie on Suggestions to Establish Comovement Meh-

anism between Coal Pries and Eletriity Pries. It states that the prie adjustment yle

for oal pries and eletriity pries is six months. If oal prie in the urrent yle is 5

perent higher than that of the previous yle, the prie of eletriity should be adjusted

aordingly. However, the mehanism does not run e�etively (Zhao et al., 2009).
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inlude non-energy and energy inputs. We do not allow substitution aross

energy inputs in the energy-produing setors. For other setors, we assume

that energy inputs are substitutable with onstant elastiity of substitution

(CES) aggregation.

As Hosoe (2006) argues, assuming onstant returns to sale in the energy

setors is not realisti sine these setors are haraterized by sale eonomies

due to high �xed osts. Aordingly, we assume inreasing returns to sale

in the energy setors and onstant returns to sale in the remaining setors.

Subsequently, the energy setors earn a markup (�) over marginal ost whih

is shown in the equation for the value of apital:

pKjKj = (1 + � j)p
0

KjK
0

j (1)

The supersript 0 denotes the market-learing level. Sine markup enters

the value of apital equation, it a�ets the value-added and output in the

energy setors. Due to lak of reliable estimates, we assume a markup rate

of 10 perent.

Constant elastiity of transformation (CET) funtion with imperfet sub-

stitution transforms exports (X) and domesti sales (D) into gross output:

Qi = �T i

[

�T iX
−ρTi

i + (1− �T i)D
−ρTi

i

]
1

ρTi (2)

Similarly, Armington onstant elastiity of substitution (CES) funtion with

imperfet substitution transforms domesti goods and imports (M) into an

Armington omposite good (E):

E i = �Ei

[

�EiXD
−ρEi

i + (1− �Ei)M
−ρEi

i

]

−

1

ρEi (3)

First order onditions of the CET and Armington CES funtions yield the

optimal amounts of domesti supply, exports, and imports as shown below:

Mi

D i

=

[

�Ei

1− �Ei

·

pDi

pMi

]
1

1+ρEi

(4)

X i

D i

=

[

�T i

1− �T i

·

pXi

pDi

]
1

ρTi−1

(5)

Institutions : There is a single household aount sine we are not in-

terested in inome distribution. The onsumption (C) of this household is
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represented by a Cobb-Douglas utility (U) funtion:

U=
Y

i

C
� i

i (6)

� is the onsumption share of good i.

Households earn fator inome from the servies of apital and labor they

render to enterprises. They then make their deisions on onsumption and

savings as a �xed proportion of their inome.

The government earns diret tax revenues from �rms and households in

the form of inome tax and indiret tax revenues from prodution ativities.

The government then makes a deision between the level of publi expendi-

tures and transfers.

Equilibrium onditions and maro losure: We speify the Walrasian equi-

librium onditions for produt market, fator market, and saving-investment

aount. Exess demand equals zero in both produt and fator markets.

In the produt market, aggregate demand equals aggregate supply in eah

setor. In the fator market, the sum of setoral fator demand equals fator

supply. We assume that apital is setor-spei� (immobile) while labor is

mobile. Then, to ahieve equilibrium, setoral labor demands (with inelasti

labor supply) and intersetoral pro�t rate adjust.

As a maroeonomi rule, total investments equal total savings, whih

omprises of household savings, foreign savings, and publi savings. We as-

sume that publi, foreign, and aggregate savings are exogenous. The savings

rates of eonomi agents are onstant. Therefore, our model is prinipally a

savings-driven model. In the urrent aount, we assume a �xed exhange

rate so that the urrent aount surplus/de�it adjusts to ahieve the exter-

nal balane. Due to Walras' Law, one of the equilibrium onditions needs to

be dropped to avoid over-determination. Aordingly, we drop the saving-

investment equilibrium equation.

Numeraire: The numeraire is supply (gross output) prie index.

5 Data

5.1 Benhmark Data

Benhmark data for the analysis are organized into a soial aounting matrix

(SAM) using data obtained from the Input-Output Tables of China 2007,
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whih is available from China Statistial Yearbook published by the National

Bureau of Statistis, 2007 Flow-of-Funds Statistis, whih is available from

China Statistial Yearbook 2009, and 2007 Balane of Payments statistis,

whih is available in China Statistial Yearbook 2008. Annual average foreign

exhange rate used in onstruting the balane of payments data is 7.604

RMB per US dollar. We assume that urrent transfers from the rest of the

world to domesti setors (exept for government) are all destined to the

enterprises aount.

The setoral disaggregation in the SAM emphasizes the energy setors

for the purpose of this paper. The SAM is obtained from Akkemik and Li

(2011). There are 13 setors in the prodution aounts. A list of these

setors is provided in Table 2. In addition, the SAM inludes two fators

of prodution aounts (apital and labor), three institutions (households,

�rms, and government), a apital (saving-investment) aount, and a rest of

the world aount.

The subsidy rates are omputed from Lin and Jiang (2011). The subsidy

rates for households and industries are shown in Table 3. Half of the subsidies

were provided to oil in 2007. Households reeive most of the subsidies on

eletriity while the industry is negatively subsidized for eletriity usage. In

other words, there is a transfer from industries to households.

5.2 Calibration

Some important parameters (e.g., setoral distribution parameters in the

prodution funtion, indiret tax rates, import tari� rates and institutional

inome tax rates) are alulated using the benhmark data from the SAM.

Armington and CET elastiity parameters are determined exogenously. The

remaining parameters in the model are alibrated in the standard fashion

using SAM data and behavioral equations.

6 Empirial Results

6.1 Poliy Experiment

Deregulation in general is expeted to establish a ompetitive market and

hene improve e�ieny, whih in turn should bring prodution osts down.

To analyze the eonomy-wide impat of the deregulation of pries in the
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energy setor, we run a poliy experiment where all markups in the energy

setors are removed, e�etively setting up a ompetitive market. In this

ase, the pressure on pries are removed. When the pressure on pries are

lifted, energy pries are expeted to inrease to a ertain extent. In fat, the

foremost result of deregulation in most ountries is an inrease in pties. An

inrease in energy pries will then in�uene onsumers and energy-intensive

ativities (heavy industry in partiular) diretly.

6.2 Simulation Results

The preliminary results from the poliy experiments obtained from the model

are disussed brie�y in this setion. The maroeonomi results of the simula-

tion experiment are presented in Table 4. The results reveal that the energy

pries for the residential onsumers (households) inrease, as expeted, by

15.7 %. However, this inrease in the energy pries leads to a redution in

energy onsumption by households by about 14 %. Despite this negative

e�et on energy onsumption, the overall impat on welfare as demonstrated

by the Hiksian equivalent variations is positive, aounting for 1.1 % of

Chinese GDP.

Setoral results are presented in Table 5. The disaggregated results im-

ply a realloation of resoures8 away from mining, energy, and the relatively

more energy-intensive manufaturing and transport servies setors towards

the domesti servies setors (SERV). As a result, on the supply side, output,

domesti supply, and value-added omposition in the eonomy hanges in fa-

vor of domesti servies setor. Energy onsumption dereases in the trans-

port servies setor, mining setor, and the manufaturing industries. Energy

onsumption inreases in the domesti servies setor. On the demand side,

households inrease their onsumption of manufaturing produts, onstru-

tion servies, and domesti servies. The inrease in onsumption in these

setors is mainly due to the redution in supply pries in these setors. The

improvement in welfare results mainly from the inrease in household on-

sumption of domesti servies.

In terms of foreign trade, transport servies setor seems to be a�eted the

most. The inreasing domesti energy pries seem to inrease imports and

redue exports in this setor. Manufaturing exports are negatively a�eted

by the inrease in energy pries. This might pose important hallenges for

8Note that sine apital is �xed in the model, the only resoure realloated is labor.
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prie ompetitiveness for Chinese manufatures in the world markets. The

overall impat on the real exhange ate is negative, i.e., real depreiation.

While resoures are realloated in the eonomy, wages for labor and rates

of return to apital hange. Wages inrease in all setors to varying degrees.

Wages rise more in manufaturing industries and less in servies setors. Cap-

ital pries, on the other hand, derease in most setors and rise in agriulture

and light manufatures. These industries are relatively less energy-intensive

setors. Therefore, energy pries lead to realloation of labor and readjust-

ment of the returns to apital aross industries in this manner.

All the abovementioned �ndings point to the realloation of available

resoures in the Chinese eonomy and a readjustment of returns to these

resoures in suh a way that supply is more leaning towards servies setors.

Therefore, an important impliation of the results of the analysis is that ser-

vies setors may gain importane for output growth in the Chinese eonomy

and more resoures would be devoted to servies after full aomplishment

of energy prie deregulation.

7 Conlusion

In this paper we examined the results of the hypothetial removal of the

prie distortions in the Chinese energy markets using data for the year 2007.

The results point to a welfare inrease in the amount of about 1.1 % of

GDP. The setoral results point to the possibility of a more domesti demand

led eonomi growth opportunity for the Chinese eonomy. An important

poliy impliation is then that the realloation of resoures towards servies

setors may promote domesti demand led eonomi growth in China thereby

reduing her dependene on foreign trade.
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Table 1: List of setors in the 42-setor SAM

I-O ode Desription

1 Agriulture

2 Coal mining and proessing

3 Crude petroleum and natural gas produts

4 Metal ore mining

5 Non-metal ore mining

6 Food produts and tobao proessing

7 Textile

8 Wearing apparel, leather, furs, down and related goods

9 Wood proessing and furniture manufature

10 Paper, printing, manufature of ultural, eduational and sports produts

11 Petroleum proessing, oking and nulear fuel

12 Chemials

13 Non-metal mineral produts

14 Metal smelting and pressing

15 Metal produts

16 Mahinery and equipment

17 Transport equipment

18 Eletri equipment and mahinery

19 Teleommuniation equipment

20 Instruments-meters-ultural and o�e mahinery

21 Other manufaturing produts

22 Srap and waste

23 Eletriity, steam and hot water prodution and supply

24 Gas prodution and supply

25 Water prodution and supply

26 Constrution

27 Transport and warehousing servies

28 Post servies

29 Information ommuniation, omputer servies and software

30 Wholesale and retail trade

31 Hotel and restaurant businesses

32 Finanial servies

33 Real estate

34 Leasing and business servies

35 R&D

36 Tehnologial servies

37 Management of water resoures, environment and publi utility

38 Civil servies and other servies

39 Eduation

40 Sanitation, soial seurity and soial welfare

41 Culture, sports and entertainment

42 Publi administration and soial organizations
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Table 2: List of setors in the 13-setor SAM

Aronym Desription I-O odes

AGR Agriulture 1

COAL Coal mining and proessing 2

OIL Crude petroleum produts 3

MIN Mining 4-5

LIGHT Light industry (food, beverages, textile, lothing, wood, paper) 6-10

REF Petroleum proessing, oking and nulear fuel 11

HEAVY Heavy industry (hemials, metal produts, mahinery, equipment) 12-22

ELEC Eletriity and steam prodution and supply 23

GAS Natural gas prodution and supply 24

WATER Water prodution and supply 25

CONS Constrution 26

TRAN Transport servies 27

SERV Servies 28-42

Table 3: Energy subsidies in China in 2007 (billion RMB)

Total subsidy Subsidies to industry Residential subsidies

Coal 53.2 53.2 0.0

Oil 189.0 179.8 69.3

Eletriity 38.1 -164.4 202.6

Gas 76.4 68.3 8.1

Total 356.7 136.8 219.9

Soure: Adopted from Lin and Jiang (2011).

Table 4: Simulation results: maroeonomi results (% hange from baseline

senario)

Energy onsumption by households -13.96

Exhange rate -4.43

Diret taxes -13.98

Savings 1.97

Energy pries for households 15.66

Hiksian Equivalent Variation (% of GDP) 1.10
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Table 5: Simulation results: setoral results (% hange from baseline senario)

VA Q E L D r w X M C C(en) P(X) P(M)

AGR -0.92 -0.92 -0.38 -0.96 -0.47 1.85 2.81 -9.73 3.05 -0.64 -0.92 -0.95 1.09

COAL -1.95 -1.95 -1.90 -2.80 -1.95 -0.95 1.84 0.00 0.00 -7.66 0.00 1.40 -0.05

OIL -3.03 -3.04 -1.89 -3.03 -3.06 -1.19 1.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.12 -0.03

MIN -2.86 -2.86 -1.79 -4.77 -2.78 -1.84 2.93 -8.15 0.50 0.00 -2.86 -0.72 0.23

LIGHT -0.22 -0.22 -0.02 -0.37 -0.08 2.52 2.88 -6.12 1.82 -0.24 -0.22 -1.21 0.96

REF -1.84 -1.84 -1.73 -3.42 -1.86 -0.49 2.93 0.00 -0.34 1.13 -1.84 0.00 -0.18

HEAVY -1.89 -1.88 -1.00 -3.69 -1.15 -1.85 1.84 -7.06 -0.26 0.62 -1.88 -1.96 0.69

ELEC -2.25 -2.25 -2.22 -2.25 -2.25 -0.41 1.84 0.00 0.00 -15.46 0.00 0.06 -0.01

GAS -2.82 -2.82 -2.83 -2.83 -2.83 -0.98 1.84 0.00 0.00 -7.68 0.00 0.50 -0.04

WATER 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 1.88 1.84 0.00 0.00 2.10 0.03 0.00 0.00

CONS 0.11 0.11 1.70 0.16 1.95 -9.99 1.84 0.00 -4.42 5.44 0.11 -4.55 -1.58

TRAN -3.32 -3.31 -1.56 -8.19 -2.92 0.00 1.84 -45.86 36.73 -25.10 -3.31 11.95 13.12

SERV 2.59 2.59 2.09 4.85 2.44 -6.92 1.84 6.05 -9.81 9.43 2.59 -6.59 -3.50

Note: VA: value-added, Q: output, E: Armington omposite, L: labor demand, D: domesti supply, r: ost

of apital, w: labor wage, X: export, M: import, C: household onsumption, C(en): household energy

onsumption, P(X): export prie, P(M): import prie.
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